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ABSTRACT Practising doctors are distinguished from other healthcare staff by
their role in making a clinical diagnosis. Huge changes in training and working
practice in the past 15 years may have left many junior doctors ill equipped or
preferring not to synthesise information to conclude a clerking with a diagnosis
or differential diagnosis. This report details a retrospective study of acute medical
admissions (AMU) first seen in the emergency department (A&E) and the
diagnostic activity of junior doctors in both settings. The documented diagnostic
conclusion and reported differential diagnosis was compared with that of the
relevant admission consultant. The aim was to see if doctors completed their
clinical assessment by establishing a ‘reasonable differential diagnosis’ or simply
used the presenting complaint (a symptom) of the patient as the ‘diagnosis’.
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One hundred patients’ records (66 male and 34 female of mean age 57.4 years
[20–94 years]) were studied. The majority of cases came from the cardiac and
neurology domains of diagnosis. A total of 53% of cases seen in A&E by clinicians
were given a clinical ‘symptom’ as a final diagnosis or differential diagnosis.
A further 18% referred to the wrong clinical domain in their assessment, and 22%
of cases were concordant with the eventual consultant diagnosis. In the AMU
20% of cases were given a symptom as a final diagnosis and 11% the wrong
domain; 45% of diagnoses were concordant. The grade of the doctor, from
foundation year (FY1) to specialty registrar (ST3), led to an expected improvement
in the assessment and documentation of a possible diagnosis rather than a
symptom for both A&E and AMU settings. In summary, junior doctors did not
routinely document a clinical diagnosis or differential diagnosis at the conclusion
of their clerking, regardless of experience. The reasons for this deferred activity
are considered.
Keywords Clinical reasoning, diagnosis, doctor, grade, symptom
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Introduction
The completion of a comprehensive clinical clerking is an
essential aspect of diagnosis and a fundamental ‘job’ of a
doctor. Learning this role involves learning to make
decisions in difficult circumstances, frequently outwith
clinical protocols, and learning how to proactively direct
and manage patient care.1 The Medical Schools Council
consensus statement suggests that the role of a doctor
(no specific grade) should be ‘as a clinical scientist who is
able to apply the principles and procedures of medicine to
prevent, diagnose, care for and treat patients with illness,
disease and injury’.1 The most recent Tomorrow’s Doctors
guidance emphasises the need for doctors to demonstrate
their performance and competence in the workplace.2
Over the past decade other healthcare professionals
have increasingly participated in the delivery of protocolbased healthcare. However, both historically and currently,
the characteristic that distinguishes medical practitioners

from other staff is their role in clinical diagnosis. With
this central duty in mind, anecdotal observations and
comments among senior medical staff often suggest that
current workplace conditions and training structures
leave trainee medical practitioners ill equipped and/or
reluctant to make a diagnosis following the medical
clerking of acutely ill patients.
While the core of sequential history-taking and
examination resulting in a differential diagnosis remains
unaltered, in recent times the emphasis on practical
repetition (cumulative experience) in reaching reasonable
diagnostic conclusions in individual cases has been less
clear.3 Even modern structured formats such as the
Cambridge Calgary methodology emphasise clinical
reasoning as an essential part of consultation and
communication with patients.4 Despite huge advances in
structured treatment and confirmatory investigational
techniques for many disease processes, a careful and
adequate clinical history remains sufficient to lead to a
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diagnostic conclusion in more than 85% of clinical cases,
with the addition of the clinical examination adding
another 5–7%.5 While physical examination skills are
both highly variable and operator dependent, it is
important to underline that the process is used to
confirm any diagnosis or rule out less likely alternatives.
Few acute diagnoses hinge on examination skill alone.The
role of experience-related features of initial assessment,
such as the overall clinical state ‘end of the bed test’ (a
rough estimate of the severity of a patient’s illness), have
less clear relevance in reaching a conclusion.
In this study we sought to address the ability of a sample
of junior doctors to come to a positive written
diagnostic conclusion for acute illnesses on the basis of
their initial history and examination.

Design and Method
This study is a retrospective single-centre audit of case
records from patients entering the acute medical
assessment unit (AMU), having been seen in the accident
and emergency department (A&E) by a sample of junior
doctors, with grades ranging from first year (foundation
year, FY1) to fifth year (specialist registrar, ST3). The
individual doctor’s recorded differential diagnosis was
noted (if one had been written) and compared with that
eventually defined by the admitting medical consultant.
The definition of a ‘reasonable differential diagnosis’ for the
purpose of this audit was taken as a list of possible
diagnoses that could be construed by the investigator from
the written history, examination and observations provided
in the medical notes or subsequently documented by the
clinical consultant, acknowledging that not all information
from the patient may have been documented.
Data collection
Data were collected on patient demographics (age and
gender) and the grade of the doctor who clerked patients
in two settings, A&E and AMU. All notes were reviewed to
establish the final clinical admission diagnosis documented
on the emergency form and subsequent AMU form by the
relevant junior doctors. The final clinical diagnosis was
taken as that defined by the admitting consultant (also
recorded on the AMU immediate discharge letter). In the
case of transfer to a medical ward, the diagnosis made on
final discharge as documented in the discharge letter was
used as the comparator. Only patients in hospital for less
than three days were selected as it was generally easier
to track them and obtain their relevant information.

table 1 Specialty areas of patient grouping
Cardiac
Endocrine
Gastroenterology/hepatology
Neurology
Non-specific/psychiatry
Nephrology
Respiratory
Rheumatology/bone disease
Dermatology
Toxicology/poisons

arbitrary split based on the most common clinical
presentations encountered in acute medicine. This
categorisation was carried out based on the
symptomatology relating to the relevant system: for
example, palpitations would be categorised as cardiac
and shortness of breath as respiratory if further
supporting symptoms of a respiratory nature (e.g.
sputum production) were present. If the shortness of
breath was associated with symptoms and signs of acute
heart failure (of whatever cause) then a cardiac aetiology
was assigned. This aetiological classification could lead to
attribution errors, but was in this case with reference to
the eventual consultant-based assessment standard.
Statistics
Data represented in the categories are tabulated as
means/medians and ranges where appropriate, or as
percentages. Observational comparisons have been
made and non-parametric analysis of the data performed
using Mann-Whitney U test. A p value of less than 0.05
was taken as significant. Relationships between grades of
doctor (expressed as a percentage to normalise for
numbers) and the variables of documentation of
a symptom and a correct diagnosis were analysed
using Pearson product–moment correlations and
r values obtained.

Results

After data collection the final conclusions of the clinician
in A&E and his or her grade were noted and compared
with the data in the summary from the AMU clinicians,
with the final diagnosis as a reference.

One hundred admissions (66 male and 34 female, mean
age 57.4 years [range 20–94 years]) were analysed. Most
cases were categorised in the cardiac and neurology
aetiology domains. The most common cardiac diagnoses
were an acute coronary syndrome (or non-ST elevation
myocardial infarction). In the neurology domain, the
most common diagnosis was epileptic seizure in patients
with known epilepsy. The non-specific category consisted
of diagnoses such as anxiety disorder, vasovagal episodes,
musculoskeletal pain, medication-induced side effects
and post-viral syndrome.

Patients were grouped into ten specialty areas (Table 1)
to simplify an analysis of diagnostic activity. This was an

In the A&E setting, 53 cases (53%) seen by junior A&E
clinicians were given a ‘symptom’ as their diagnosis or
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Specialty
domain

No. of
patients

Symptom Wrong No. with
only or no system correct
diagnosis
diagnosis
detailed
(%)

Cardiac

16

9

3

2 (12.5)

Endocrine

3

1

1

1 (33)

Gastroenterology/
hepatology

8

5

3

0 (0)

Neurology

24

13

3

8 (30)

Non-specific/ 17
psychiatry

11

4

1 (5.8)

Nephrology

6

2

2 (20)

10

Respiratory

7

2

1

2 (28.6)

Rheumatology/
bone disease

6

3

1

1 (16.7)

Dermatology 2

0

0

2 (100)

Toxicology/
poisons

7

3

0

3 (42.9)

Total

100

53

18

22 (22)

Note: Numbers do not add up to 100 as in seven cases the conclusions
detailed the correct specialty system but had the wrong diagnosis and
are not recorded above.

table 3 Acute Medical Assessment Unit diagnostic
conclusions
Specialty
domain

No. of
Symptom Wrong No. with
patients only
system correct
diagnosis
(%)

Cardiac

16

3

1

6 (37.5)

Endocrine

3

0

0

3 (100)

Gastroenterology/
hepatology

8

2

1

4 (50)

Neurology

24

5

2

13 (54)

Non-specific/ 17
psychiatry

7

2

2 (11.7)

Nephrology

10

1

2

3 (30)

Respiratory

7

0

1

5 (71)

Rheumatology/bone
disease

6

1

1

2 (28.6)

Dermatology 2

0

0

2 (100)

Toxicology/
poisons

7

1

1

5 (71.4)

Total

100

20

11

45 (45)

Note: Numbers do not add up to 100 as in 24 cases the conclusions
detailed the correct specialty system but had the wrong diagnosis and
are not recorded above.
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differential diagnosis (Table 2). These consisted of terms
such as ‘chest pain’, ‘collapse’, ‘off-legs’, ‘haematemesis’,
‘headache’ or ‘confusion’, and in a proportion of cases
had no documented diagnosis. In 18% of cases the A&E
assessment implied a different domain from the eventual
diagnosis; for example, a diagnosis of ‘chest infection’
when the eventual diagnosis was pulmonary oedema
due to ischaemic heart disease. The junior A&E diagnosis
was concordant with the eventual consultant diagnosis
in 22% of cases.
In the sample from the AMU setting, the junior doctors
who saw the patients included one relatively experienced
ST3 who saw 18 cases. Here 20 cases (20%) were given
a clinical ‘symptom’ as a diagnosis, and in 11 (11%) the
wrong domain was given; 45% (45 cases) of junior
doctor diagnoses showed concordance with senior
opinion (including nine of the 18 cases seen by the ST3grade doctor).
Examining the grade of the doctor who saw the patients
in A&E revealed a diagnostic weak trend towards greater
concordance with increasing grade (Figure 1). However,
symptom-based assessment was given in more than 50%
of cases in each grade of seniority except ST3 (15%).
Less experienced doctors were more likely to record a
symptom when making their diagnostic conclusion. In
the AMU setting, there was a trend towards improvement
from FY1 to ST3 in documenting a correct diagnosis
(Figure 2), while less experienced doctors were again
more likely to record a symptom when making a
diagnostic conclusion. The overall trend for a correct
diagnosis correlated with seniority (Figure 3; r=0.9,
p=0.039). However, the overall percentage attempting to
document diagnoses remained surprisingly low.
Comparing A&E to AMU junior doctors indicated that
leaving a symptom documented as the final ‘diagnostic’
conclusion was more common in the A&E setting
(median 50 vs 20.6%; p=0.047). There was no statistical
difference in documenting a correct diagnosis but a clear
trend to this being better in the AMU setting (median
17.7 vs 44.4%; p=0.072).
Examining the background training of clinicians involved
revealed two graduates from non-UK medical schools in
A&E. Of these two clinicians, one, an FY2, was from the
EU and the other, a final-year core trainee (CT3), was
from a non-EU medical university. In the AMU there
were three graduates from non-UK medical schools, all
were from EU countries. A comparison of performance
between these groups and local UK graduates (or the
performance of UK graduates from different undergraduate programmes) was not feasible.
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Discussion

% of doctors
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

FY1*

FY2

ST1

ST2

ST3

This study has obvious limitations. It is a single-centre
audit based on an unselected case mix of patients and
junior doctors. An ideal sample should include a broad
diversity of cases and, perhaps, a wider range of medical
staff to avoid bias.6 The issue of variable educational
standards and teaching structures has been referred to
above and cannot be neglected. I chose to fix the
population sampled to provide a broad range of pilot
information covering a variety of clinical specialties and
grades. This sample is certainly representative of the
average UK junior doctor while acknowledging the
limited generalisability.

Grade of doctor
*For FY1 there were only two cases seen and therefore the data
were not interpretable.

Figure 1 Percentage of Accident and Emergency doctors
with a correct diagnosis by grade.
% of doctors
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

FY1

FY2

ST1
ST2
Grade of doctor

ST3

Figure 2 Percentage of Acute Medical Assessment Unit
doctors with a correct diagnosis by grade.
% with correct
diagnosis
60
50
40
30
20

y=6.6857 + 13.299
R2=0.8059

10
0

FY1

FY2

ST1
ST2
Grade of doctor

ST3

Figure 3 Relationship of grade and correct diagnosis in
both Accident and Emergency and the Acute Medical
Assessment Unit.
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The mix of graduate backgrounds in undergraduate
training could affect the ability of junior doctors to
demonstrate clinical reasoning in practice. Several studies
have demonstrated notable differences in outcomes from
UK medical schools in terms of postgraduate examination
success;7,8 however, this is not necessarily representative
of ‘on the job’ clinical diagnostic activity. All UK medical
schools stress the need for core medical knowledge in
order to reach a reasonable differential diagnosis. None
teach or encourage the repetition of a symptom as a final
diagnostic conclusion. As the numbers of non-UK
graduates involved was small and the spectrum of
undergraduate schools involved was not broad I do not
regard this as a relevant factor affecting the findings here.
They may be relevant in the broader context.
The reference standard used here was based on the
supervising consultant opinion or discharge diagnosis.
Clearly these are not absolute. Post-mortem/autopsy
data reveal average diagnostic error rates of between
10–20% across the range of hospital assessments.9
The comparison here is not simply to the accuracy of
the final clinical diagnosis by this grade of staff but more
acutely the documented attempt at diagnosis. Clearly
the setting of A&E may disadvantage these clinicians
(hostile work environment, inappropriate administrative
pressures) and might give some prior cumulative
information to AMU juniors. In addition, stepwise
information and investigations may affect the ease
of diagnosis.
Documentation is another variable. When junior
clinicians write down a symptomatic conclusion is this
simply as far as they can go in the diagnostic process or
are they simply unwilling to commit themselves at that
time? What is written might not reflect their level of
understanding or diagnostic ability so much as simple
lack of confidence. It is important to recognise that
there is no accepted standard of practice in this area. It
is unclear what percentage of attempted diagnoses
could be viewed as appropriate for doctors in training
using a consultant opinion as a comparator. Neither is it
acceptable to simply ignore this lack of diagnostic
J R Coll Physicians Edinb 2009; 39:307–12
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Observe and question others who make diagnoses
Practise making clinical diagnoses more often
Be formally taught how to diagnose using various reasoning
strategies
Establish more continuity of care of patients for junior doctors
to allow them to follow patients through to final discharge
Allow for time and exposure to a variety of clinical cases –
‘on the job’ experience

activity given the huge investment placed in medical
education where making a diagnosis is at the core.
This small study presents data on how contemporary
junior doctors complete and document fundamental
diagnostic assessments in an acute care setting. The
results suggest that junior doctors are clearly reluctant
to document a provisional differential diagnosis based on
their history and examination despite programmed
training and irrespective of its defined accuracy. Diagnostic
effort and relative accuracy improved with grade of
doctor (experience, time in service) but clearly might be
regarded as suboptimal. The natural standard would
obviously be a 100% attempt rate. The recording of
symptom-based ‘diagnosis’ remains worryingly high
among junior clinicians in all areas and at all grades. In
A&E, irrespective of grade, the use of a clinical ‘symptom’
overall was more prevalent than in AMU (p=0.047).
It is not clear whether juniors or patients perceive
clinical reasoning and diagnosis as an important part of
the consultation/communication process. It is likely that
more senior clinical staff, whether medical or nursing, do
recognise this activity among juniors as key. One might
expect medical trainees to realise that once a correct
diagnosis or differential diagnosis has been defined the
institution of treatments can become straightforward.
Protocol-based treatment can, in many situations, be
administered by any competent healthcare professional,
often more reliably than by junior doctors. It seems a
concern that decision-making and clinical reasoning in
reaching a diagnosis is so poorly executed by junior
doctors in this sample. Clearly this impairs the delivery
of any possible treatment, however administered.
The origins of this might relate to uncertainties within
the minds of individual junior doctors, fearing an
incorrect diagnosis. Clearly the purpose of consultation
is to reach the most likely clinical diagnosis and a
differential diagnosis of less likely possibilities in view of
the variances in patients’ histories. Only then can a
clinician establish the relevant tests required to confirm
the correct diagnosis and exclude the others. The
process of clinical reasoning was not apparent.
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There was a positive correlation between grade from
FY1 to ST3 in reaching a diagnosis (r=0.9) but less in
reaching symptomatic diagnoses. The induction of junior
doctors in our A&E is aimed at allowing junior doctors
to construct a diagnosis and management plan which is,
when possible and feasible, assessed by the senior A&E
clinicians (using case-based discussions and observations,
which are challenging in such a busy environment). One
might expect A&E clinicians to adopt a probabilistic
approach to diagnosis (Murtagh’s process). Murtagh’s
process is where junior doctors learn the most common
causes for a particular presenting complaint and a list of
differential and sometimes serious diagnoses which need
to be considered and excluded by individualised
assessment.10 This process helps to reduce clinical error
but appears lacking in our sample.11 This is even less
likely where many junior doctors did not document any
diagnosis and 53% simply reiterated a ‘symptom’.
Where diagnosis lay in a non-specific domain, attempts
at possible diagnoses rates were particularly poor. Sixtyfive per cent listed symptomatic presentation in A&E and
41% in AMU. Plausible alternative diagnoses were not
entertained with a provisional diagnosis.12 This lack of
clinical reasoning may be due to the increased uncertainties
and perhaps complexity of the cases in this category.
One contemporary problem that might be relevant to a
deficiency in diagnostic skill could be the lack of
continuity of patient care. This encourages deferred
judgement, and trainees often do not see the outcomes
of their actions (or inactions). Direct feedback from
consultants cannot be given if the admitting clinician is
simply absent through enforced working patterns.
Absence on post-take ward rounds and failure to
present cases to admitting consultant staff is now sadly
routine in UK hospitals.

Improving diagnostic standards
Increased clinical practice in diagnosis and the insistence
of documenting conclusions is critical to improvement
(Table 4). Gaining experience takes time, and minimal
standards must be defined and implemented in the
process of clinical diagnosis. Work patterns that
encourage deferred diagnoses, poor/non-existent
conclusions and a lack of feedback should be amended
as a training priority.
Experts and novices see things differently and there are
many relevant theories of decision-making.13,14 The greatest
hurdle in making judgements in the face of uncertainty is
the role of intuition within this framework in a way that
is not biased. Judgements may also be influenced by views
of risk and whether junior doctors are taught or
encouraged to be particularly risk averse. We need to
teach doctors to frame their individual written diagnosis
in every case based on probability and to avoid undue
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assumption. Perhaps a simple, logical approach with
feedback, incorporating structured reasoning and remedial
strategies where necessary, may suffice.15
Developing expertise and experience through repetition
allows the acquisition of reasoning strategies.16–18 Locally,
a more intensive consultant-led service facilitates more
direct assessment and feedback during history-taking
and examination by junior doctors, but alternatively it
can also encourage inappropriate deferred activity and
judgements. More importantly, there must be a clear
emphasis on moving away from documenting or
reiterating symptoms as the conclusion of clerking.

Conclusions
This study suggests that poor levels of diagnostic synthesis
among junior doctors are commonplace. This is partly
related to grade and clinical setting but remains suboptimal
even in relatively experienced contemporary trainees
regardless of specialty. The structure of postgraduate and
undergraduate training must refocus on encouraging
documented diagnostic conclusions. Symptom-based
diagnoses are unacceptable and should be modified by
structured feedback and work patterns adjusted to facilitate
personal responsibility for diagnostic conclusions.
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